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The Honorable Peter Rodino, Jr. and Mr. Eric Hoffer received honorary degrees
in the seventh annual commencement ceremony June 4 and 5 in the GSU gymnasium
at2p.m.
On Saturday, June 4, graduates of the colleges of Environmental and Applied
Sciences and Human Learning and Development received degrees. The Crete-Monee
High School sixty-five piece orchestra played for the processional. Reverend Nicholas
Matmas, Pastor of the Assumption Greek Orthodox Church in Olympia Fields,
presented the invocation after the graduates are escorted in by Dr. Daniel Bernd and
Dr. Aida Shekib. Dr. Ted Andrews, Acting Vice-president of Academic Affairs
presented distinguished professor awards to Dr. Peter Gunthers of EAS and Dr.
Joyce Kennedy of HLD. President Leo Goodman-Malamuth awarded an honorary
degree to Hon. Peter Rodino. Dr. Andrews presented the degree candidates. Dr.
Donald Douglas presented degrees to graduates in EAS, and Dr. Roy Cogdell
awarded degrees to candidates in HLD. Dr. Leo Goodman-Malamuth confered the
degrees, followed by an alumni address by Dr. Ronald Miller of the College of
Business and Public Service. The President made the concluding remarks. A
benediction followed by Reverend WiUiam Copeland, Pastor of the Morning Star
Missionary Baptist Church in Kankakee.

Rodino

On Sunday, June 5, graduates of the College of Cultural Studies and the College of
Business and Public Service received degrees. The invocation was given by Rabbi
Chaim Roswask1 of ETZ Chaim Congregation in Flossmoor, Illinois. Dr. Ted Andrews
presented degrees to Professor Charles Olson of BPS and Dr. Richard McCreary of
CCS. Mrs. Fremont Kaufman presented the honorary degree certificate to the out
standing graduate of each college. Dr. Ralph Winston awarded degrees to graduates
of BPS. Dr. Alfonso Sherman presented degrees to graduates of CCS. Professor
Robert Press awarded degrees to students of the University without walls program.
Dr. Donald E. Walters awarded degrees to students of the Board of Governors Degree
program. After the alumni address by Dr. Ronald Miller of BPS and concluding
remarks by Dr. Leo Goodman-Malamuth, Sheikh Ahmad Zaki of the Muslim Com
munity Center of Chicago presented the benediction. The Crete-Monee High School
orchestra performed the recessional, at which time the audience was requested to
stand.
This commencement ceremony was the first one over which Dr. Leo Goodman
Mallomuth presided.

Hoffer

H LD Ac hi eve rs
Four students of the College of Human Learning and Development at Governors
State University were recognized for outstanding achievement at Commencement
June4:
-Academic excellence-Pam Toll
-Community service-Joan Healy
-Leadership and service-JoAnn Hollowell
-Research and publication -Pat Reardon
Instituted for the first time this year, the awards will become an annual feature of
the college, according to Dr. Tulsi Sara!, assistant dean for community and student
affairs.
In addition, Ms. Hollowell, student assistant dean in the College of Human Learning
and Development, was recognized for outstanding contribution to the college.
Ms. Toll is studying to be an art therapist. Her interest lies in dealing with emo
tionally disturbed children, using art as a form of therapy. In the college's behavioral
studies program, she expects to pursue her artistic talents in the College of Cultural
Studies at GSU. She was previously at Prairie State College and Northern Illinois
University. She is a student secretary in the office of the vice president for academic
affairs.
Ms. Healy has a special concern for the lack of female counselors available to meet
the needs of the woinen of the south suburban area, especially those having been in

The 1977 graduates will find it easier to visit and
support their alma mater since the IC train station at
GSU will be completed shortly.

CCS Grad uation List
Below i s a list o f students whose applications have been received by the College.
The applications have been processed by our office to have a June 29 graduation date
if all required modules are completed by this date.
The asterisk before the name signifies that the student has petitioned to attend the
ceremony on June 5 and it was approved.
NAME
Amuwo Billy
*Baker, Eddie
Batch, Albert
Bolos, Helen
*Britt, Leroy
*Burton, Art
•calhoun, Annette
Carter, Oadie
•cason, Arletta
Chrles, Kathy
*Chapman, Moore
*Cheronsky,Mary
•crenshw,Vivan
Darden, Floyd
•Devera, Adele
•Edmond, Bennie
Evans, Richard
•Francis, Mildred
Funk, Edward
Gallagher,Joseph
Gibbs, Larry
Gordon, Frank
Goodrich, Bernadette
Havens, Michael
•Hawkins, Loretta
*Helm, Ouida
*Hicks, Johnnie M.
Houston, Marian
Houston, Robert
*Jackson, Clarice
•Jackson, Della
Johnson, Jerry
Johnson, Lula
•Johnson, Mildred
Jones, Theodore H.
King, Herman B., Sr.
Kott, Betty
Lindeman, Frances
Uoyd, Susan
*Liao, Jacob
Lipkin, Barbara
Matthews, Derek
McLaughlin, Charlene
Mitchell, Drucilla
Mondlock, Joan
Mostovy, Judith
Mulhollan, Timothy
Neblett, Janice
Nieken, Larry
Osberg, Kraig
Prince, Carolyn <Lewis>
*Ringer, Phyllis
*Rhodes, Shirley
•Ross, Ella
*Ross, Ellen
•small, Napoleon
Shanklin, Clarence
*Slaughter, Ethel
Sunquist, Larry
Sundiata, Anna
Taylor, James
Waller, Ruby
"ails, Robert
Wakefield, Necia
•walker, Alonzo
Webb, Mary P.
Willard, Linda
Zywica, Lawrence
*Schuller, Marion
more
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I&C/VA
I&C/M
MC/AS
LHC/Lit
LHC/EE
ES/BS
ES/BS
MC/AS
LHC/Lit
SCP/C
MC/AS
ES/LS
ES/BS
l&C/M
SCP/U
PC/MM
I&C/M
LHC/Lang
PC/AS
SCP/C
SCP/C
&C/M
I&C/VA
SCP/C
LHC/Lit
LHC/Lit
ES/BS
PC/AS
ES/BS
MC/MM
ES/BS
MC/AS
ES/BS
LHC/EE
ES/BS
SCP/C
I&C/VA
LHC/Lit
MC/MM
I&C/VA
SCP/C
PC/AS
I&C/M
SCP/U
SCP/C
SCP/WS
I&C/M
SCP/U
SCP/C
SCP/C
LHC/Lit
SCP/C
LHC/EE
BS/ES
SCP/C
SCP/U
SCP/C
SCP/U
PC/AS
PC/AS
PC/MM
SCP/U
SCP/U
MC/AS
SCP/C
I&C/M
PC/AS
I&C/VA
SCP/WS

ADVISOR
Payne
Carter
Muchnik
Rank
Vinyard
Zake
Oden
Muchnik
Vinyard
Merrit
Muchnik
Duron
Oden
McCreary
Wei
Muchnik
McCreary
Fontan
Berry
Kelly
Kelly
McCreary
Schranz
Kelly
Vinyard
Vinyard
Oden
Muchnik
Oden
Muchnik
Oden
Fried
Oden
Vinyard
Oden
McClellan
Morishita
Fontan
Berry
Payne
Kelly
Kruse
Youngdahl
Mills
Kelly
Gross
McCreary
Mills
Press
Kelly
Vinyard
Kelly
Vinyard
Oden
Kelly
Merritt
Press
Mills
Schranz
Muchnik
Muchnik
Wei
Mills
Muchnik
Merritt
Youngdahl
Muchnik
Payne
Gross

volved with the law. Her future goal wilJ be a clinic for women. She helped set up a
social network among hospitals and police departments for Dr. Sandra Whitaker's
research on safety. She obtained her B.A. degree in human justice and will receive
her master's in counseling and criminology from GSU.
Ms. Hollowell's goal is a Ph.D. in counseling to better assist students who are
creative, capable, and worthy but need assistance to reach their creative potential,
especially women, minorities, and the handicapped. She will receive a degree in June,
having previously bee n awarded an undergraduate degree in the Board of Governors
degree program. She has been a graduate student in human relations services.
Ms. Reardon co-authored a research publication with Dr. Suzanne Prescott and has
done extensive research work with Dr. Stanley Goldberg in speech disorders. She is a
graduate student in human relations services.
A previously announced procedure that would have caused a break between sum
mer and fall checks for veterans attending school under the GI Bill has bee n changed.
Donald Ramsey, director of the VA regional office in Chirago, said Administrator of
Veterans Affairs Max Cleland has relaxed the procedure that would have caused a
break between summer and fall checks. Students who continue in the fall with less
than a month's break will be paid on schedule providing the student is continuously
enrolled or preregisters early enough to allow for processing the paperwork.
There is no change in the legal requirement that allowances be paid at the end of the
month rather than at the beginning, Ramsey said. That law will result in a 60-day
break between the "prepayment" check which came May 1 and the "postpayment"
check that will come July 1.
Students who are not eligible for continuous payment because there is more than a
calendar month break between terms have the option of receiving either an advance
payment or regular end-<>f-month payment.
New procedures permit advance payment for the first partial or full month, plus the
following month, only if the student makes a written request 30 days prior to registra
tion and the school agrees to proce s the advance payments.

During the commencement ceremony, students and faculty wear academic
costume indicating the wearer's degree and college or field of study.
Cap
The black mortarboard type is the most common cap worn. Degree candidates
wear cap tassels that are black and white, the University colors. Colors worn by the
faculty vary according to their fields of study.
The Gown
Gowns, which are all black, are of three kinds. The bachelor's gown is relatively
simple, with Jines falling straight from a fairly elaborate yoke. Its distinguishing
characteristic is the long pointed sleeve. The master's gown has sleeves with a back
end extending down below the knee is a crescent shape. The doctor's gown is an
elaborate costume with velvet panels down the front and around the neck, with three
velvet bars on the bell-shaped sleeves. It is cut much fuller than the other gowns and,
unlike them, may be ornamental in color.
The Hood
This part of the costume is worn by the faculty and master's c:Iegree candidates.
The hood bears the heaviest symbolic burden of all the components of the costume.
The level of the degree is shown by the size of the hood, the width of the velvet trim
ming, and, in the case of doctors, by the shape. The master's and doctor's hoods are
three and one-half feet and four feet long, respectively. The velvet trimming, in the
same order, is three and five inches.
For each college or field of study, there is a corresponding color. At Governors State
University, colors for master's hoods for each college are: drab <yellowish-brown;
College of Business and Public Service, white, College of Cultural Studies; golden
yellow, College of Environmental and Applied Sciences; light blue, College of Human
Learning and Development. Master's degree candidates from Governors State
University have a hood lining with a black chevron on a white field. The faculty wear
colors of the fields of study in which they earned their degrees. The hood lining

The

identifies the university or college from which the degree was earned.
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CollegeThen
and

Now
By Mar ian Houston

One important item in setting up an institution where people will spend a greater
part of the day, is the plan for nourishment.
Neither the Governors State University lunchroom nor the Savannah State College
dining hall were included in last week's picture of these two educational facilities.
They deserve a place apart.
Here at GSU various trucks drive up at odd hours to keep the ladleful. Although one
section of the lunchroom may be "closed" for a few hours, one can purchase tidbits of
food at anytime. There are even liquids and snacks available in vending machines on
all floors and in most sections of this enclosed campus. And, if one so desires, food
may be taken to class.
In the era of my college tour, SSC was famous for its farm- its agricultural con
tribution to the life of the college.
That great place, with its livestock and vegetable farms, was located south of the
college campus in a section which now supports a tennis court, new buildings and
football field complete with stadium.
A College Co-op, located off-campus, just across the street really, from the brick
columned entrance, provided some lunches and snacks for city students. But few
resident students could afford to eat there.
The dining hall was on the circle opposite the administration building, across
campus, and approximately the same distance from both male and female dorms.
The teachers' dining room was confined within the main hall. There boarding
students were assigned to long tables which provided seating for 12, and meals lasted
seven minutes.
...student waiters served the food on huge platters - two to a table. Supper was
always a gravy-like substance termed "zoobie." One had no choice of food at any
. One ate what was placed before him, asking no questions. Whatever, was
passed around by the students and needles.c- to say, the "always-hungry" young men
took the most and the "Georgia Peaches" retained their "figures."
Peanut butter and syrup· together in a huge platter, was every Saturday night's
fare. And after 2 p.m. on Sundays, we ate "air sandwiches" and drank water.
A decade later the dining hall gave way to the cafeteria and family-like
togetherness was lost to sse campus.
You are here.....

meal
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INNOVATOR student newspaper is now located in the College ol CultW'8l
newspaper will also have an ad\tisor full-time for
.
studies student lounge
the first time in the history of its publications. We welcome Bill Berry to GSU and
look forward to Rain!nR ml,!ch from his expert!se in the field of journalism.
trying to find a permanent home wish to thank CCS dean
We who have
Alfonse Sherman. We thank him, not for giving the INNOVATOR space in which to
work, but for having the foresight to realize that the time bas come to give the IN
NOVATOR support. The INNOVATOR has been in the position of working without
a whole lot of university support. We have had to sometimes work with a bare bone
staff of students who felt a committment to provide a newspaper. We have made
mistakes as all newspapers do. We have tried to address our mistakes and prevent
presentation of the news around
similar occurances. We have tried to be fair in

The

area The

been

our

GSU.
Way back in 1972 when the newspaper began many said that there was no need
of us who came to GSU to acquire skills in the area
for a student newspaper.
of journalism felt otherwise. The university had no journalism department then.
The INNOVATOR staff can now be about the business of improving the content

Those

as well as visual quality of the publications. We still welcome all contributions o(
articles or photographs from students and members of the GSU community.
We will continue stride towards journalism of high quality. We need to know how
of the student population. Come to CCS and
to better serve the informational

needs

�

ring suggestions.

J
Innovator Staff

Norma AJJen·Managing Editor . Editor ial
Rober t Blue·Managing Editor . Layout

Life

Her b WiiUams·Senior Editor
Suzanne Haig_- Reporter
Cynthia Bur drik

•

Business Manager

_.

Myron Petty· Layout
Zelda Peter s· Assistant Managing Editor . Typist

And

Chester Gilmor e- Cir culation
Nona Cameron· Pr oofr eader - Typist
Randall Charlton· Photogr apher /Reporter

Living

Rodney Smith- Copy/News Editor
!'!�f.

�m� Ber r y's Journali

Photos by ICC

m classes and all volunteers

Innovator 534-5000 ext. 2260 and 2140
Gover nor s State University

by Albert Hawkins
l
In a rocent conversation with a schoo
y of
administrator in Taylor Homes, qualit

education in the development was discuss

ed. The administrator stated that educa
be
tion was not on the level that it should
for several reasons.
With more than 42© of the home life havone
ing broken family composition,
parent, usually the mother with the
average family being four or more
children, there is a lack of parent interest.

Par k ForestSouth, Illinois 60466

An Faculty Members Protest
If Taylor Homes, the nation's largest
housing development is to work, there
must be an awakening among its residents
to take on the spirit of community pride
which must exist for any community to be

productive.
Equally important in any community is
the need to provide leisure time needs for
all of its residents both young and old.
Since completion and opening of this
development, the Chicago Park District

The atmosphere of a community and
community living is not present. Many of
the children arrive at school each day bringing many problems which must be
dealt with before the matter of 'learning' has
commended for the unusual
problems which quality of recreation program that it pro
can be presented.
should be handled in the home, confront vides at Taylor Homes.
both the school administrator and teachers
The Park District Fieldhouse located at
as well as fellow students. Improper dress, 39 West 47th Street, has classrooms,
other
and
hunger, and poor health create complexes auditorium-gy mnasium
in the children which produce n egative at- facilities. There are four swimming poo ls
titudes.
in the development supervised by ttle Park
Once these major obstacles are dealt District, also.
with, part of the school day has passed and
A motto, "recreation for the whole rami
enthusia sm of both teacher and student is ly", is maintain by the recreation staff.

These

dwendled, leaving the real matter of learning the 3 r's, reading, 'riting and
'rithmethic on a low key.
The education administrator feels that
many of the federally funded Programs, or
"freebies", removes the real challenge to

get up and go after things. The attitude
becomes one of, if I don't go and get it,
they'll give it to me.
It isn't that children in this development
or any other housing development have a
lowe� mentality t�an _youth of other com_
mumll� but family life has that need for
remove many of the progradi
up
!lg to.
blems �1th which the_ educators J?USt deal,
preventing the devotmg or full lime to the
task of education.

been

Physical activities, music, drama, arts
and craft are a few of the activities provid
ed for children. Dress making, sewing,
millinery, woodworking, furniture making
and refinishing and other activities are
provided for the adults along with a pro

gram for senior citizens.
All instructors are specialists. Many of
the youth in Taylor Homes have so been inspired thru their experiences and exposure
in recreation that many have become
recreation staff members at Taylor

Homes,-other parks of the city and in other
cities. Attention will be given to the
outstanding drama and music program of
fered in the next column.

Over 300 faculty members from the cam
puses in the Board of Governors university
system will be at the Board of Governor's
May 19 meeting in Springfield to protest
the lack of progress in contract negotia
tions between the faculty's elected
bargaining agent, the AFT Faculty
Federation, local 3500, and the Board of
Governors. The meeting will take place at
the Sangamon State Univeristy-Capitol
Campus, room 244.
The union charges that the lack of pro
gress is due to the BOG's attempt to pre
vent any meaningful negotiations concern
ing personnel policies and working condi
tions. Additionally, the union asserts that
the BOG is engaged in a series of practices
which violate nationally recognized stan-

dards of labor relations procedures; for
example, the Board of Governors is
discussing changes in personnel policies
with another group at the same time that it
is refusing to discuss personnel policies in
negotiations with the faculty's elected
bargaining agent.
Collective bargaining negotiations in the
BOG university system are the first in the
Illinois public universities. The univer
sities included in the BOG university
system are: Chicago State University and
Northeastern
Illinois University in
Chicago; Governors State University in
Park Forest South; Eastern lllinois
University in Charleston; and Western ll
linois University in Macomb.

Am�rican Health Foundation
Offers $500 Prize
New York City, May 16, 1977 ....A $500
prize is to be awarded by the
_
eriCan Health Foundation's quarterly
JOurnal, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE, to
the student author of the best original
pa�r on the subject of preventive
.
mediCme. A runner-up prize of $200 is also
being awarded. Winning papers will be
published in the Journal.
The contest is open to any student <ex
cept postdoctoral students>
currently
enrolled in undergraduate or graduate
courses in medicine, dentistry, public
heal �· pharmacy, nursing, life sciences,
nutrition, the social and behavioral
sciences, economics, law or business.
cash

�

�

.l<'or entry torms and mtormat1on, please
write to: The Editorial Office, PREVEN
TIVE MEDICINE, American Health
Foundation,
1 370
Avenue
of
the
Americas, New York, New York, 10019 . .

The American Health Foundation is a
private JlOn-profit research organization
based in New York, dedicated to reducing
unnecessary death and illness through
research, education and the promotion of
good health.
Contact: Ellen Parker, {212) 489-8700,
Ext. 237 Please send �s a copy of your

publication. Thank you very much.
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N ew F i lms Ava ilab le In The LRC M ed ia/ SIM Ce n te r
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GSU student previews new films (above), while film
equipment head Richard Cunningham (2nd, right,
below) explains use and care of new titles.

RACK NO.-TITLE AND SUMMARY
?X?-� ?X 11 -THE BLACK AMERICAN DREAM-BBC-TV presents a brief
summation of the historical roots of the Civil Rights Movement and focuses on con
temporary visions of Jesse Jackson and Stokley Carmichael.
1080- depression; a study in abnor mal be havior - A case study showing three ap
proaches for treatment.
1068- �MO!IONAL J?EVELOPMENT: AGGRESSION-Examines the theory that
aggression, m both children and adults, is a behavior that is learned in a social con
text.
1067 - ENGLISH TEACHING TOMORROW - A discussion of the need for
recognition and acceptance by English teachers of the differences in language which
result from a student's habitual use of nonstandard English.
1079- FILM TACTICS-The U.S. Navy demonstrates instructional uses of film.
1085-86-87 - I'LL QUIT TOMORROW - A three part dramatization of the life of an
alcoholic. Illustrates principles of intervention and examines the goals and steps of
treatment.
1092- INmODUCTION TO SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DISORDERS-Introduces
the four classes of speech problems and illustrates each.
1�-LAST GRAVE AT DIMBAZA-Shows the extreme poverty of blacks in South
Afnca caused by the harsh political and economic [IOlicies of the white apartheid
government of the Republic of South Africa.
1065 - LINGUISTICS AND EDUCATION - Discusses the problems of language
communication and its relationship to grammar.
1069-MEETING IN PROGRESS-Dramatized incidents help teach managers and
_
supervisors ways to manage problem solving conferences.
1081 - PEOP�E FIRST -Examines an organization founded by and comprised of
mentally handicapped people. Members discuss employment, rights, social life and
'
home life versus institutionalization.
1082- PR<?BLEM SOLVING- SOME BASIC PRINCIPLES-Presents to managers
a systemabc approach to problem solving and decisionmaking.
107? - A QUESTION OF VALUES -Probes the attitudes of people in Searsport,
Mame, as they confront a proposal to build an oil refinery on their bay.
1078 -READIN' AND WRITIN' AIN'T EVERYmiNG -Presents a community
oriented view of mental retardation through the personal account of a retarded adult
and three families with retarded children.
1070 - SEX ROLE DEI/ELOPMENT - Examines male and female sex roles
focusing on how stereotypes are formed. Discusses ways to avoid transmitting tho
stereotypes to children.
1064- SOCIAL VARIATIONS-Presents a discussion of the social implications of
languages. Points out that differences between social classes are often revealed in
speech patterns.
1088- SOMEONE PLEASE IIELP-Traces the history of an alcoholic's life.
106?-TELEVISI�l'OLA� D-Charles Braverman's homage to television. A collage
of hve and taped chps wh1ch presents an overview of the evolution of television from
1948 to the present.
1084 -TILT -Uses animation to explore problems and challenges which confront
nations in their efforts to achieve viable and productive world development.
1083 -TOBIAS ON THE EVOLUTION OF MAN - Dr. Phillip V. Tobias, world
�amous p�leoan� hropologist, recounts the story of human evolution by discussing and
mterpretmg maJor South and East African humanoid remains.
1076- WHAT DO YOU THINK?-Demonstrates the three major stages of cognitive
development in children from ages four to eleven.
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Maudstine Macon Wins
Election
services office, is studying in the area of
human services with an emphasis in
corrections.
A graduate of Thornton Community
College, she has been a youth counselor
with the Harvey Community Youth
committee, outreach worker with CEDA,
and supervisor at the Lansing Community
Association for Mentally Retarded.
Once a medical corpsman in the Army,
she has been a licensed practical nurse 13
years.
votes.
Ms. Macon, work/study licensed
She is a member of the National Alliance
practical nurse in the university health of Black Feminists.

Elected to the Illinois Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities as a
Maudstine
representative is
student
Macon of Dixmoor.
"Students should take an active part in
the educational process" is her belief.
A student in the College of Human
Learning and Development at Governors
State University, she was elected a nonvoting student representative with 340
votes over the next candidate with 190

Judicial System Questioned
"Why? " the prisoner's sad watery eyes seemed to implore of the spectators.
The sound of a voice seemed to jolt his attention, and he looked straight forward
again. " This is his third appearance in court, your honor, and this marks the third
time the complaining witness has not shown up!" shouted the sheriff's policeman.
Nodding down at the frail-looking, unshaven, unkempt prisoner standing small and
.stoop-shouldered before her, the female judge busied herself with the papers laying
on her high perch .
• The prisoner turned and again surveyed the courtroom. It was filled to capacity
with seating grimy-looking people. Some stood along the walls, and others sat on the
sills of the open windows. The man's eyes seemed to linger on the one fan, swivelling
from side to side, in a vain attempt to cool the sweltering courtroom.
Soon Judge Willie M. Whitney informed the prisoner he was free to leave the police
court, Branch 38, at 88th and South Exchange Avenue.
As he passed along the aisle in which I was seated, I noticed he carried a heavy
..-.ted for some timeman-made fur coat. The coat testified that he had been inc
when Chicago's weather was much colder.
Obviously, having no money for bail, he had bee n jailed without ever being con
victed and SEN TENCED to jail. I surmised the situation: He had waited for some
unknown number of months. Awaited the appearance of a complainant who had never
bothered to press charges against him. Waited in Cook County Jail as his case had
been continued and continued again.
Why had the prisoner been held without trial? What kind of American judicial
system would allow it? WHY?

GSU Professor at
Humanistic Meeting
A Governors State University Professor
is one of the program presenters at the
Annual Conference of the Association of
Humanistic Psychology to be held in
Berkely, California at the end of August,
1977. Dr. Tulsi Saral, Professor of Com
munication Science and Assistant Dean in
the College of Human Learning and
Development will be presenting a program
entitled "Culture and Mental Health."
Dr. Saral maintains that most of what
we label mental illness is simply behavior
that is unacceptable to most people within
a culture, including those who are residing
experts in treating mental disorders. Most
definitions of mental illness are the result
of specific value judgements based upon
systems.
value
cultural
limited

Distinguishing between what is" normal
and what is abnormal is thus very much
colored by how a particular culture views
normality. The purpose of Dr. Saral's
program is to enable the participants to
become aware of their own and other
people's conceptions of mental health, and
to examine the cultural variables such as
the importance of time, man's relationship
to man, man's relationship to nature, and
basic assumptions about human nature
that affect our conception, identification
and treatment of psychological disorders.
As the program closes it is hoped that
the participants will become sensitive to
the differences in cultural beliefs, values
and assumptions about mental health and
illness.

G SU Offe rs Science
E n r i chm e n t P ro g ram
A science enrichment program will be offered to high school students at Governors
State University.
Approximately 12 sophomore, junior, or senior students will be invited, according to
Dr. Leon J. Zalewski, coordinator of the science teaching program in the College of
Environmental and Applied Sciences.
Planned for high school students during July and August are:
-A research experience with scientists in EAS.
- An organized seminar featuring participating high school students, university
professors, graduate students, and field trips.
A Monday, Wednesday, and Friday schedule is being organized.
Students will be invited to participate on a first come, first served basis; science
grade point average, and recommendations of the science teacher.
No charge will be assessed the students, but they must provide their own tran
sportation and meals.
Further participation with the scientists beyond summer and the three day
program will be encouraged.

\•
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You Don't Return As A Cow
These are opinions of two people who believe in reincarnation:
• You don't come back as a cow or a horse. You choose your new parents.
• Jesus Christ was reincarnated so many times that he achieved the highest level
of development. He won't come back because there's nothing more for him to learn
here.
• Mozart was a musical child prodigy because he had been practicing his craft in
several earlier lifetimes.
• In reincarnation you get what you deserve.
Barbara Tennant, a writer and researcher in parapsychology, and Jacquie Lewis, a
participate in a conference on parasychology at Governors
graduate student,

will

State University in Park Forest South June 17, 18, and 19.
They're going to talk about extrasensory perception, psychology of dying,
biofeedback, eastern religions, out-of-body experience and reincarnation - mostly
subjects on which we're just beginning to get in intri uing gl mmer..
.
They
. Tennant and M1ss Lew1s on remcarnation.
We had a conversation with
believe all minds and souls belong to the collective "cosmic consciousness or

Mrs

�

For its Utd r exhibition, "The Sculptor, the
�
Campus, and the Prairie," Governors
_?
Sf:ate Uruve 1ty won the group show award
at the Chicago Art Awards dinner. A
Rich� rd Hun. sculpture and $250 as the award
are given by John Payne right to
Pr � 1dent
man-Malamuth of the university. Two of Profes
sor Pay e's wo ks
are m the exh1b1bon on the GSU campus. Payne
is sculptor-in-residence in the College
of Cultural Studies at GSU.

�
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�
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universal intelligence."
.
They explain population growth this way: Although there are only so many mmds
(they prefer "minds" to "souls") inhabiting bodies on earth at one time, "there may
be jillions elsewhere" -on other plants or "just floating around without any form."
consciousness "always have been
. Tennant believes the minds in the collective
their times on earth
and always will be." They treat the world as a "playpen" and

Mrs

use

as humans to win points toward perfection.
per
," Miss Lewis said. "You can't achieve
"We're all working to achieve
,
consciousness
collective
the
is
believe
nists
Reincarnatio
fection in one lifetime."
or the whole of all our collective minds. After the mind has been reincarnated on earth
enough to learn all it can, it goes on to other planes - "unless it comes back to help

God

Monumental Sculpture
On The Prairie

God

mankind.''
Jesus and Gandhi came back to help mankind.
Mozart was born Jan. '1:1, 1756, and was composing minuets with skill when he was 5.
"Some people take up a musical instrument late in life," said Miss Lewis. "In
future reincarnations, they may continue to study music. Mozart composed young

because he'd had several lives to practice."
Getting what you deserve is a key part of reincarnation.
.
.
d
"Some people lead a corrupt life," said Miss Lewis. "They lead a hf� of cnme a�
_
_
will
they
lifetime,
future
some
m
back
come
they
when
But
it.
seem to get away with
But
have to deal with that. It may be the next lifetime, it may be 10 lifetimes later.

they'll have to deal with it."
"If you're a prejudiced person, you'll come back as a persecuted
. Tennant:
person."
. .
The skeptic wonders why we don't all choose to look hke Robert Redford, to play
tennis like Chris Evert, to have as much money as Clem Stone.
"That would be the hardest reincarnation to do," Miss Lewis explained. "There's a
out
big chance that if you choose to be rich and beautiful, you might not get anything
of life."
(The skeptic nods, but thinks he'd be willing to take his chances.)
we
The big catch to all this is that we can't remember choosing our lives or that
really are immortal minds just living temporarily as earthlings.
.
.
the
The believers say that when we are reincarnated, that memory slips mto
knows
that
mind
the
superconscious, which reincarnationists define as the part of
what we really are-"the I Am part."
Mrs.
When you die, the conscious mind backs off and the superconscious takes over,

Mrs

Tennant said.
That's why documented cases of memories of previous lives often involve children.
"They haven't forgotten completely," Miss Lewis said.
have
"There are thousands of cases of children knowing details about a town they
added.
never seen or insisting they have a wife or husband there," Mrs. Tennant

"They're remembering a past life."
and
She also said that we don't have to choose to be reincarnated right after death,
ed.
reincarnat
being
never
we have the choice of

Doing Is Knowing
GSU Professor Says
There is need to understand "knowing" as "experience," as having an on-going
sense of profound insight that goes beyond the intellectual level, according to a
communication professional at Governors State University.
In Berlin, West Germany, before the International Communication association
annual conference, Tulsi B. Saral explored "Alternate Modes of Knowing and
Communicating":
" 'Knowing,' therefore, must be redefined. Rather than viewing knowledge as a
bundle of categories organized in sequential and/or hierarchical patterns, the need is
to understand 'knowing' as 'experience,' as having an on-going sense of profound
insight that goes beyond the intellectual level.
"Communicating such knowledge will then not mean merely passing of information
from one place to another or transferring of some symbols from one person to
another. "Communication of knowledge would require on the part of all involved in
the process of communication, freeing of minds from all the filters of the past
(opinions, judgements, values> and those of the future <anticipations, expectations,
hopes, fears) and experiencing the present moment <which is always flowing and is
never fixed> through all of the senses <sight, sound, smell, touch, taste).
"Such a process of 'knowing' and 'communicating' would require not the knowledge
of the source and the receiver, nor the categories and their inter-relationships; rather
it would require doing away with the very concept of categories, boundaries and
dividing lines which limit the nature of mind, encourage shallow measurements
which, in turn, lead to petty, and often unfounded, comparisons.
"With words, we can attempt to describe, to explain, but no words or explanations
can lead us to knowledge.
"What will open the door to 'knowing' is our own awareness of how we experience
ourselves and our environments."
Dr. Saral is university professor of communication science in the College of Human
Learning and Development at Governors Stale University.

Concern For Health Care Facilities
Health care services professionals will hear developments in short-term and long
term care facilities at Governors State University June 2 and 7.
Professional Standards Review organization specialists will discuss PSRO ac
tivities.
Richard A. Boudreau, program director of the Chicago Foundation for Medical
Care, will discuss short-term care facilities and PSRO de"elopments in the Chicago
area. The meeting June 2 will be 7:30to 9:30p.m. in the commons of the College of
Environmental and Applied Sciences.
Skip Osborn of the Illinois Hospital association will discuss long-term care facilities
and PSRO developments in Cook, DuPage, Kane-Kendall, Will, and Kankakee
counties. The meeting June 7 will be 7:30to 9:30p.m. in the William E. Engretson
Community Conference center.
Further information may be obtained by telephoning Song-0 Rhee at 312/534-5000
X2137. Dr. Rhee is university professor of health services administration at Gover:
nors State University.

Evaluating rape research proposals for the National Institute of Mental Health will
be a Governors State University professor.
Suzanne Prescott has been appointed as a panelist to the NIMH peer review panel
for proposals submitted for funding.
She will begin her service·nwa hington, . . ,
nel6-i .

Dr. Prescott is university professor of behavioral studies in the College of Human
Learning and Development at Governors State University.

GSU Librarian Awarded
A Trip
�

Awar ed �n ex
pe�e-paid trip to the American Library association nation
al con
ference 1s a bbrar1an m the learning
r
ce center at Governors State u ·
•t
Paula Murphy o� Oak Park is amon
g four recipients of a trip selected f
n
more than 80 applicants, n the basis
of professional activities and affilia
_?
tions an
expected personal profession
al
devel
'
opment.
.
The trips to D troit June 18-21 are
made possible through a professiona
l
devel
o
_
me grant prov ed by th librar
y systems unit of the 3M Company,
�
which marke
the Tattle-T pe electromc
_
detection
systems to prevent library book theft
�
The grant 15 'to e c �age profe
ssional development and participatin
� �
by new
_
lib ran_ ans m
e actlVltJes of the American L ibrary
association and its Junior
Mem bers
und Table," of which Ms. Murphy
is a member.
e recelVed he degree as mast r
�
� of arts in library science from the Rosary
.
Co ege School o f L 1b rary Sc1en
_ RIVer Forest.
ce m
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Lenore Munger:
Caring For Kids
�

L eno�e Munger has
n working at the Child Development Center at Governors
State smce Ma�ch. Prevwusly she had been with the Cookie Jar Nursery School in
Country Club H1lls, but left because it was only part time work.
L enore and family have lived in Country Club Hills since 1958. After several years of
teac ing, substituting, working for the Star and other local papers Lenore started the
Cook1e Jar ursery School in 1973 because she was appalled at the rates being charg
ed by the pr1vate nursery schools and the co-<>p in the area were already full.
Lenore sta �ted work on a Masters in HLD in Sept. of 74 but dropped out last year
.
when �he dec1ded that she d1d not want to be in counseling. "I feel that there is a great
potent �al here for a� e�cellent Childcare Center but there needs to be more co
operahon and �o-ordmahon between the Center and the University. Students in HLD
sh ould be w?rkmg over here! There should be a direct road, than have to go several
_
mlles,
crossmg the railroad tracks twice to get from here to the University."
Welcome to the Center, Lenore, and we hope you get more co-operation than Steven
H�ller got. We would not want to loose another good person, it is important that our
chlldre � hav � good Center to atten . are�ts who care are welcomed to give their
�
support m wntmg or speak to the admm1strabon expressing your needs and concerns.
Other people who do not have children but find thE' center a vital part of the University
are welcome to stop by and see what is happening.
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B la ck N ot es
by Zelda Peters

On the Fourth of July, 1881 , thirty Black students enrolled as the first class of a new
school in Tuskegee, Alabama, writes Samuel R. Spencer, Jr. The appearance of the
institution belied its somewhat ambitious name, for the Tuskegee Normal and In
dustrial Institute boasted only two buildings, an old church and a dilapidated shanty.
Both were on loan. The shanty was particularly "well ventilated," for some of its win
dows were ill-fitting wooden shutters on leather hinges, while others had sashes from
which the glass had long since gone. The intellectual equipment of the students was no
more impressive than the physical plant ; while most had come with a genuine desire
to learn, practically all of them considered learning an escape from the manual labor
to which Blacks in the South had bee n and still were accustomed.
But the school had one asset which more than ba lanced its obvious liabilities : it had
as teacher and principal Booker T. Washington, whose energy and persistence suc
cess fully defied poor students, poorer facilities, and a lamentable lack of money.
Washington had a rrived in the town a month before. Taken aback to find the school to
which he had been called from Virginia nonexistent, except for a small appropriation
from the legislature for teachers' salaries, he had immediately adapted his program
to meet the situation. II there were no school, he would create one. II there were no
students, he would seek them out. After arranging to use the church and shanty, he
spent the month of June tramping the hot countryside to learn the conditions of Black
families and to advertise Tuskegee I nstitute. The school opened as scheduled. The
date Washington chose - I ndpendence Pay.
" Booker T. believed in the education of the head, the heart, and the hand," states
Pinkie Liggons, one of his former students. "He was a conservative man who received
the utmost respect from all of his students. He lived down the road from us and I fre

Repo rt O f T h e M ay 24th F isca l

quently visited his home, a lthough its a tourist attraction now . "
In a n exclusive interview with Pinkie Liggons who graduated from Tuskegee In
stitute in 1914, I learned that her family donated the land that Tuskegee Institute is
built on and that she also knew Goerge Washington Carver.
A spry and attractive elderly woman who says "you're as young as you feel," Ms.
Liggons has agreed to share some of her 'ROOTS' with us in the next issue of Black
Notes.

Aunt Martha's Seeks Help
Aunt Martha's Youth Service Center,
Inc., is seeking volunteers to participate in
a wide variety of program areas, ac
cording to Director Gary Leofanti. A 20hour training weekend wiJl be held June 46, after which volunteers are asked to
make a six month commitment to Aunt
Martha's.
According to Leofanti, several program
areas are in need of volunteers, both adult
and youth. The Rich Township Project and
the Eastern Will County Project are
seeking police youth counselors for Rich,
Crete, Monee, Frantfort, New Lenox, and
Manhattan Townships.
Aunt Martha's Emergenc y Drug
Response Program needs volunteers
counselors to provide follow-up counseling
after drug crisis. The Health Clinic has a
need for persons interested in problem

pregnancy counseling. Also needed a re
volunteers whocancommittoone night each
week at the Drop-In Center, 3034 Western
Ave., Park Forest. Volunteers are needed
to interview prospective foster families
and write licensing s tudies based on the
interviews.
Volunteers at Aunt Martha's receive
follow-up training, specialized and ad
vanced, depending upon their interests
and program needs, and are supervised by
professional staff. Volunteer hours are
flexible and anyone with day , evening or
weekend hours can be put to work at Aunt
Martha 's.
Persons i n terested
in
becoming
volunteers at Aunt Martha's may contact
Gary Leofanit at 748- 1 1 1 2 from 9-5, Monday
thru Friday. The next training sess ion will
be held in August.

R a l p h A. B erkowitz's
Testi monial D i nner
Compassionate, Dedicated, Sensitive were just some of the adjectives used to
describe the retiring first assistant states attorney, Ralph A. Berkiowitz at a
testimonial dinner held April 28, 1977 in his honor.
The affair was hosted by a bevy of lovely young ladies from Mystique ( female)
Magazine in the hospitality suite of Randolph East in downtown Chicago. Entertain
ment was provided by the Bill Crowell Trio, "Doing It Chicago Style. " Free-lancer
Ms. Anna Sundiata of Governors State Univ. filmed and taped the event.
The testimonial dinner was held to pay tribute to a man whose career spanned some
fifty years of service to Humanity. Humanity here is inclusive of all mankind for
Ralph Berkowitz gave of himself to people of all races and religions. For the most part
of Ralph's career he was a practicing attorney but served the entire political a rena of
events, for Ralph's efforts of serving the public was not limited to just the Chicago
area and the county of Cook nor to the state of Illinois. Mr. Berkowitz traveled exten
sively throughout European nations and Africa as a political advisor ; He was the
campaign manager for seven states attorneys ; successfully campaigned twice for
Bernard Carey, current states attorney and attorney William J . Scott ; He worked
diligently on the campaigns of Genoa Washington, a black states representative and

again successfully politicked for William Robinson's campaign.
Rabbi Joseph Renov, Ralph's brother-in-law gave the opening prayers and
remarks ; and publicly gave Ralph and his family his blessings and prayed for world
peace.

Reverend Claude Murphy, a friend of Ralph's for 25 years was largely responsible
for the bringing together of such noteworthy persons as Albert E. Jenner, Jr. one of
America's foremost lawyers, senior counselor of the Warren Commission ; Bernard
Carey, states attorney, Stanley Kuspcr, Clerk of Cook County, attorney general
William J. Scott and a multitude of circuit court judges at the state and local levels to
pay tribute to a person they admittedly admired and respected. W. Clement Stone was
the General Chairman and Spencer Leak was the reception chairman and emcee.
The Jamacian consulate was on hand to give Ralph an honorary citizenship plaque
to all of the Jamacian Islands and ended by saying that Mr. Berkowitz and his family
would always be welcomed there.
In a personal interview with Mr. Berkowitz he said that he felt that of his fifty years
of public service the last fuur years were the most memorable. When asked why, he
responded that many dynamic and innovative changes had come about in the states
attorney's office through hard work and an honest committment to the public. These
four years were the most challenging and gratifying for him .
We won't say "Good-Bye" because that is nothing good about "Good-Bye" . and "so
long" is inappropriate for we can't take the long out of "So-Long" ; But here is wishing
you well Ralph in your career endeavors.

Reso u rces M eeti ng
The Fiscal Resources Committee wishes
to inform the Assembly of the following
facts :
1 . Allegations of sizable salary ad
justments
for
selected
ad
ministrators have bee n presented to
the Fiscal Resources Committee.
2. The Fiscal Resources Committee
voted unanimously on May 17th to
ask the President to defer the
alleged increases, to report any such
proposals to the Fiscal Committee,
and to respond to our requests by
May 23rd.
3. No response was received from the
President by May 24th during the
Fiscal Resources meeting.
At the May 24th meeting, the Fiscal
Resources Committee voted unanimously
to ask the University Assembly and its
Executive Committee to :

take a l l necessary and appropriate
steps to defer action on the a lleged
salary adjustments.
b. use its influence to obtain a list of all
salary adjustments
<above 4.5
percent) and recipients < dating back
to FY '77) with complete rationale
for the adjustments.
c. submit all information received to
the Fiscal Resources Committee for
review, evaluation and recom
mendation.
d. remind the Assembly and ad
ministration that all Fiscal matters
should be referred to the Fiscal
Resources Committee for a p
propriate action.
Subsequent to our May 24th meeting, we
received the attached letter from the
President. The letter exacerbates our
concerns.
a.

G S U H o no rs 1 00 S c hool
T eac hers and P r i n c i pa ls
Some 100 cooperating school teachers
and principals have been honored by
Governors State University in recognition
and appreciation of professional service to
the university's Teacher Education
program.
The College of Human Learning and
Development has graduated more than 200
undergraduate students in the Urban
Teacher Education program in the last
five years.
Dr. Roy Cogdell, Dean, said :
"Those graduates are skilled in the art
of teaching. We are proud of the ac
complishments of the Urban Teacher
Education progra m .
However, we
recognize that the task of preparing
competent teachers would be impossible
without the cooperative efforts of teachers
and principals who provide our students
with
supervised
practice
in
the
classroom . "
At an Awards banquet "for public
recognition of the contributions of
cooperating teachers and principals to the
success of our training efforts, " Dr.
William P. McLemore, practicum coor
dinator, said :
"You have willingly and graciously
opened your shcools, learning facilities,
and most of all, your hearts to us. For this,

we in the Urban Teacher Education
program are grateful to you.
"We appreciate you for cooperating with
us in preparing graduate and un
dergraduate students. You permit our
students to visit your schools, make ob
servations, learn with and from your
children, meet your parents, meet your
staff, meet with you, and you assist them
in finding answers to questions they raise.
"Moreover, because you share your
expertise with our students, you enable
them to further develop their intellectual
abilities. Also, you guide them in shar
pening their skills. You provide them with
opportunities to make connections bet
ween educational theory and the 'real
world' of school life.
"Your influence on the minds of the
practicum students who learned from you
will be felt throughout our profession and
the nation for generations to come. For
this, we are proud of you. You are in
fluencing the behavior, abilities, and
citizenship of many children whom you
may not know. And they may not know
you. But you're influencing them through
your fine preparation of their ad
ministrators and teachers whom you
taught in practicum - at your school . "

Sangamon Gets Funds For
Student Housing
Sangamon State University Thursday
was authorized by the Board of Regents to
initiate steps to develop funding for
student housing on the university campus.
The board adopted unanimously a
resolution presented by student Regent
Doug Kamholz and supported by the ad
ministration. It said there was a demon
strated need for residential facilities on
campus to provide low cost housing for
students and to enhance the environment
and student life.
President Robert C. Spencer has said in
recent public statements that studies have
shown that student housing is the single
most important factor to ensure the
success of the new upper-level university.
Sangamon State is on the one hand a
regional campus serving Central Illinois
residents, but because of its mission of
education in public affairs as manda ted by
the Genera l Assembly, it has developed a
statew�de clientele as well as a regional
one.

The resolution authorized Spencer "to
initiate steps to develop funding for an
initial project of 80 housing units to be
located on the university campus . "
Sangamon State presently has a n
enrol lment o f approxi mately 3,800
students both full and part time. It begins
instruction at the junior year and offers
the Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts
degrees.
In its_ seven years of existence the
univers ity continues to expand' its
pr�gra m �fferings and develop its campus
.
whtch ts Si tuated six miles southeast of the
state capital near Lake Springfield. The
university operates a downtown cent,- to
assist it in its public affairs missiOn. All
undergraduate students are expected to
devote some time to applied studies, and a
great many work in state government
agencies, the General Assembly and
various state offices .

J

P l a y e rs N eeded
For Socce r Tea m
The Amaseno Soccer Team of Chicago Heights is six years old and belongs to the
Northwest Indiana Soccer League. It is sponsored by area businesses, the Amaseno
Lodge, and individual contributors. The team was third place out of nine teams last
year and presently has three wins, one loss this year.
The games are played on Sunday afternoons at 3 : 00 p.m. and their practice is at
6 : 00 on Tuesday & Thursday at Commissioners Park ( near Holbrook & Regal ) in
Chicago Heights.
nyone wishing to play may contact Geno Popolla, President, at 755-5761 , Rick
Enckson, 534-2700 or show up at practice Tuesday or Thursday nights. The season
runs until September.

�

Sex and Racial Differences
In Self-Esteem
PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill. - In a presentation "Sex and Racial Differences in
Self-Esteem" at Governors State University Wednesday, May 25, Sandra Whitaker
will :
- Compare differences in self-esteem between adult males and females and
discuss the changes that take place on the basis of their assigned masculine and
feminine characteristics.
- Explore the differences between adult black, white and Iatino women and the
variables responsible for those differences.
- Examine conceptual and methodological issues involved in a study of this nature.
Dr. Whitaker, university professor of behavioral studies in the College of Human
Learning and Development at Governors State University, will be the speaker in the
university seminar/lecture series at 2 : 30 p.m. in the William E. Engbretson Con
ference center.
A registered psychologist in Illinois, Dr. Whitaker has presented numerous
workshops and lectures on "Women and Careers," "Women and Mental Health," and
"Women and Religion ."
At GSU, she teaches courses on assertiveness training, social psychology,
psychology of women and perception.
She is chairperson of the College of Human Learning and Development assembly.
Before joining the college she was coordinator of women's studies program. She
received her Ph.D. in social-clinical psychology from Michigan State University.

Chicago Art Awards

The Roots Of Parapsychology
Four graduates of Governors State
University will be among the speakers at
"The Roots of Parapsychology - A Field
Survey" conference at GSU June 17-19:
- Cindee Velissaris, "The Transpersonal
You," June 18, 12 : 00 p.m. a
-Theresa Najdowski, "Out-of-the-Body
Experiences
a nd
Near-Death
Oc
curences," June 18, 4 : 30 p.m., and June 19,
12 : 30 p.m.
- Hillard Hebda, "The Enigma of
Psychic Healing and Psychic Surgery, "
June 18, 4 : 30 p.m.
Randall Brill, "The Psychic Link ;
Animals and ESP," June 19, !0:30 a.m.
In addition, Jacquie Lewis, president of
the G. Edward Stormer Parapsychology
club at GSU, will speak on "Rein
the
The Theories a nd
carna tion :
Resea rch, " June 19, 1 : 30 p.m.
of
professor
Nicassio,
Perry
Dr.
behavioral studies in the College of Human
Learning. and Development at GSU, will
speak on "Relaxation Training and
Biofeedback for Stress Related Disor
den: ," June 18, 12:00 p.m.

Dr. Tulsi B. Sara!, assistant dean of the
College
of
Human
Lea rning a nd
Development and professor of com
munication science, will speak on "Ex
ploring Inner Spaces," June 19, 12 : 30 p.m.
A professional who is termed "the most
widely known of all pa rapsychologists, "
also "no one has had a greater influence
upon research "in pa rapsychology during
the last 50 years" - Dr. J . B . Rhine, will
give the conference keynote address, "Can
Parapsychology Save Religion" Jun� 17, 8
.
p.m.
Tuition for students with ID for the
entire conference will be $15 and in
dividual workshops $3. For non-students
the entire conference will be $25 and in
dividual workshops $5. Deadline is June 5
for advance tickets. The parapsychology
club at GSU in cooperation wi th the Illinois
Center for Psychological Research will
present the conference.
Further information may be obta ined by
telephoni ng Jacquie Lewis, conference
coodinator, 312/534-5000 , X2304, or 312/2549579.

Meat Loaf Pizza

Susan Lloyd

Notwithstanding McDonald's "Big Mac Attack," the Italian Pizza still garners a
large share of the American dollar. With that in mind, here's a quick meat loaf-style
pizza, easily prepared. Not only is it "Quick", but it's inexpensive, and it won't get
cold en route from the Pizzeria.
QUICK PIZZA
1-lh lbs. ground beef

Y• cup fine dry bread crumbs
Y4 cup canned tomato soup (Save remaining soup)
Y4 cup minced onion
l egg
1 tsp. salt
1 m inced garlic clove
1/8 tsp. oregano
4 oz. shredded cheese <your choice)
CombinE! all the ingredients, and place the mixture in a 9 " 13-inch baking pan that
has been covered with aluminum foil. Pat the meat mixture JUt to pie shape, and fold
the foil up around meat. Spread the remaining soup over U .e meat, and sprinkle with
oregano. Top with shredded cheese. Bake in a pre-heated 450" oven until done.

By Alan G. Artner

Happy are we who attended the recent Chicago Art Awards. For on the night of May
13, in the Art Institute's new member's room, some of our longest held suspicions
were confirmed by a grand display of self-serving public relations and sham sen
timent.
Sponsored by the Chicago New Art Association and conceived by Jane Allen and
Derek Guthrie, the eight-month-old project was yet another example of how the
frailest of notions can be fed to a community that is hungry for recognition. The
wonder is not that it happend, but exactly how.
Last fall there began some talk about a fund-raising event for the New Art
Examiner, a tabloid published by the association. Two art world pool tournaments
already had taken place, and they seemed to be fun. So almost everyone was in favor
of something that would again bring together artists and critics, collectors and
museum officials.
Barbara Lewis of the Richard Gray Gallery, who, two years previously became a
member of the association board, was among the many people contacted. "I was
thinking of all the people you see at museum and gallery openings," she said, "and the
original ideas seemed fine for bringing in the ones who wanted to get more involved
with the art community . "
A t that point t he suggestions were pretty vague- a "celebrity roast" was even
mentioned. "I confess that I did not think about a rtists at all," Lewis said. "But as the
work progressed and as an awards banquet at the Art Institute became a definite
event, I started talking to some of my artist friends.
" Many were extremely irritated by the excessively personal and hostile criticism
in the New Art Examiner. They had been hurt by it and would not support the plan.
Then I realized the divisive effect it would have, and I resigned from the committee."
Her letter of resignation was dated Feb. 24.
Guthrie, the Examiner associate editor and chairman of the awards committee,
had called the Tribune some months earlier. He said that all but one of the critics
writing in Chicago-Artforum's C. L. Morrison - had agreed to serve on a jury that
would rule on nomonations made by th4 public. Feeling that art is not a competitive
sport, I was the second to decline.
Meanwhile, some prominent local names were being added to the committee, and in
the May 13 program book , 15 were finally listed. Gallery owner Richard Gray was
among them : " I supported the original idea and contributed $50," he said, "but apart
from one early discussion, I was not consulted, did not attend meetings, and did not sit
on any committee." Curious.
The Examiner carried the rules and ballots ; others were distributed through
galleries. Richard Hunt was designing the Oscar-sized award. Financial support from
Playboy, Kemper Insurance Companies, and other sources came in. This was going to
be an unusually selfless venture, with proceeds going to Chicago artists.
The critics, too, would have their day, for 1 1 artists agreed to sit on another panel,
judging the quality of local writing. Three nominations by ballot, and his or her work
would be eligible. There were seven possible categories, the same number as for the
artists.
By late April a good number of ballots had arrived, and Allen, editor of the
Examiner, phoned to say that I had been nominated "many times" in the "Best body
of writing over ( the) year" category . She asked me to submit five articles for con
sideration, because "the judges don't have time to read a whole year's material . . . .
and not all of i t i s available t o them . " Besides, the other critics were again
cooperating ; one had even submitted a museum catalog.
By this time it was apparent that the judging was being conducted along peculiar

lines. Nowhere in the rules had it said that a nyone, artist or critic, had to enter this
contest. I felt the submission of five articles would constitute just such an entry,
implying assent. Furthermore, one could not be sure the judges had read anything
else. "We chose people who we could assume were reading the critics all along,"
Allen said.
Now if anyone else were giving awards based on that assumption, the Examiner
would have it plastered all over its front page, crying fraud. But that would come
from Allen the editor, not Allen the benefactress, and they are apparently different
people. Judging an artist's work from photographs or slides alone might be
reprehensible- to Allen the editor. But that was exactly how it was done for the
awards. After all, she said, "you can't expect perfection . "
No, you can't. Not when nine allegedly responsible critics are riding a bandwagon.
Not when artists who have serious reservations still accept the awards. Not when 300
people will pay $20 a head ($35 per couple) to get swept away by sentimentality.
And that's what happened at the banquet. Harry Bouras, one of the two masters of
ceremony, was in rare form, his Elmer Gantry evangelism plying the crowd. A
mixed-media presentation, showing slides of the artists' work, began with Aaron
Copland's "Fan-fare for the Common Man. " Guthrie even annoUhced the wedding
engagement of a sculptress in the audience. What fellowship, what fun !
.....,
Yet if any of the speakers believed his own weightier words, there would have been
no need for the awards in the first place. The Art Institute would have a Chicago
gallery. The Museum of Contemporary Art would fulfill its promise of more local
shows. All of the critics would go to exhibitions and read the cata logs before reviewing
them . The Examiner would check its facts and stop the witch-hunts. But that would be
perfection, and we can't expect it.
So everyone settled for a horserace that made a mockery of the creative enterprise.
Somebody suggested that the awards would encourage high artistic standards, as if
getting a pat on the back, some money, and a piece of bronze will next year bring us
new masters. The personal, private act of creation was treated as if it were a group
effort, an industrial product.
And what about the money? The program said, "If there are any funds left over Cat
present it seems unlikely ) , the committee will apply them to an endowment fund for
artists and critics awards in future years." There was no mention of cash awards at
the ceremony. But last week Guthrie said each of the eight winning artists-there was
one tie-was paid "about $250. " That it was not mentioned at the banquet was "an
oversight. " An oversight. Approximately $2,000 of corporate and private moneys
specially earmarked for artists could be forgotten . One year's use of a Toyota was
apparently less ignoble a prize.
Those of us underwhelmed by all the rhetoric naturally asked who stood to gain the
most from the event. And the answer always seemed to be the association and
Examiner. If the evening were planned as just a communal trading of strokes, the
possible gains would be deserved. But it wasn 't. This was a king-making ceremony
with power involved. Nominations were not enough ; there had to be "winners" and
"losers".
The "winners" of artist's awards were Mark di Suvero, Ed Paschke, Governors
State University, S. Thomas Scarff, Jerry Peart, Ben Sarao, and Ruth Duckworth.
The critics : Harrison/Kingman, Peter Schjeldahl, Devonna Pieszak, Elaine King,
Jack Burnham, and Nory Miller.
But, in truth, there were many more : all those who stayed away, continuing to do
excellent work regardless of any award. Some will possibly be lynched in the pages of
the Examiner. If you are, don't be afraid. Should the local art scene ever approach
"perfection," you will have played a la rge part.
30
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G radu ate V o i ce Recita l

GRADUATE VOICE RECITAL
JANICE BUSH CARPENTER
RUFUS H ILL

DRAMA TIC SOPRANO
ACCOMPANIST

"Let the bright Seraphim"
from Sa mson
Renard Thomas - Trumpet
"Voi lo sa pete"
from Cava lleria Rusticana

Handel

Mascagni

II
Gretchen am Spinnrade

Schubert

Seligkeit

Schubert

Mondnacht rrom Liederkreis Op. 39

Schumann
Schumann
We bern

Widmung
Am Ufer from Five Songs arter poems
by Richard Dehmel

III
Selections from The Hermit Songs

Janice Bush Carpenter will perform her Graduate Voice Recital as partial fulfiJl
ment for the Master of Arts degree on Sunday, June 12th at 4 p.m. in the Recital Hall.
Rufus Hill will be accompanying at the piano and Renard Thomas will be trumpet
soloist. Ms. Carpenter received her Bachelor of Music Degree from De Paul Universi
ty and is a sister of Mu Phi Epsilon, the Professional Women Music Sorority. Present
ly, she is a vocal music educator for the Chicago Public Schools and teaches Girls'
Chorus, General Music and Music Appreciation at Morgan Park High School. As a
music educator, Ms. Carpenter has taught at the pre-school, elementary and high
school levels, directed both school and church choral organizations and has given
private voice lessons.
She has performed with the Junior Choir of First Church of Deliverence, the DePaul
Chamber and University Choirs, the DePaul Opera Workshop and Music Theater, The
Sweedish Choral Club, Grant Park Chorus and the Expressions of Soul. Her GSU
music experience has been with the GSU Chorale and Jazz Ensemble.
Ms. Carpenter, a dramatic soprano, has performed scenes from an extensive
operatic repetorie including Sister Angelica, Cavalleria Rusticana, Othello, I
Pagliacoi and Trouble in Tahiti. She has performed the roles of La Ciesca in Gianni
Schicchi and Lola in Gallentry.
Ms. Carpenter plans to use her vocal knowledge in the role of music educator and
performer. She feels that a practicing musician provides the best motivation and
understa nding for students .

Barber

I . At Saint Patrick's Purgatory
I I . Church Bell At Night
I I I . St. Ita's Vision
INTERMISSION
IV
Selections from Porgy and Bess

Gershwin

"Summertime"
"My Man's Gone Now"
v
Scene from Trouble in Tahiti
"What a movie ! ! "

Bernstein

VI
Deep River
I Want Jesus To Walk With Me
Sinner. Please Doan Let Dis
Harves' Pass
Were You There
Ride On, King Jesus
< King of Ki ngs >

arr. Burleigh
Mitchell Southall
arr. Burleigh
arr. Burleigh
arr. Johnson

•
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WORLD BOOK
OPENS THE WAY

YO UR GU I DE
TO
KNOW LEDG E
*

SPEC I A L

DI SCOUNTS

C L I F FO R D
T RAYLOR

*

978-3648
or

783-8544
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R E S EA R C H
Send only one dollar (to cover
postage) for your copy of our
llltest mail-order catalog of over
7,000 research papers.
•
•
•

OIMIIty UMurpaud
Fat, o.p.,_,. Semce
s� Reporta, *·

Thanks Gang!
Students in the Writing Lab II class contributing
stories to the Innovator include : < 1-r ) Linda Rinker and
Adele Devera, seated, and Linda Tripple, Kenneth
Palmer, Myron Petty, Sa ndra Ohde, Prof. Berry and
Ron Bertiolini.

AM Motenala Sold
FO< -tch Alllatonce 01\ly

Aunt.>M' RHIARCH IERVDIINC.
407 South o-bom Street, Suite 800
Chlcllgo. lllinoil 80805
J'tl-112-0100

As I S ee I t: T he O i l C r i s i s
By Suzanne Haig

A New York Times-CBS News Poll taken after President Carter's energy address to
Congress has revealed some interesting statistics. The poll shows that the majority of
American people may not be buying the energy crisis and its implications < higher
gasoline taxes, etc . > .
According to the poll based o n interviews with 1 ,707 people, only hall believed that
the oil supply situation con!'•itutes a "national catastrophie." According to Robert
Reinhold of the New York Times this negative reaction "see med strongest among the
less affluent blue�ollar workers, who were more likely than others to feel that the
burden of the sacrifice would be borne unequally . "
Reinhold pointed out that poorer families were less likely t ha n more affluent
families, professional and managerial families to believe there was a crisis.
Is there, in fact, an energy crisis? Is there any way to really know?
In 1973 and 1974 people waited in line for hours to get gasoline. Then gasoline prices
went up, and then the crisis mysteriously departed. In the winter of 1972-73 there was
a heating oil shortage. Then again mysteriously it was over. Then, low and behold,
this winter a national gas shortage materialized.
In the oil shortage of 73-74 many people were skeptical . In July of 1973 Senator
Henry Jackson made public a detailed Federal Trade Comm1ssion study of the
petroleum industry. He noted "the growing and increasingly widespread convirtion
that the fuel shortage is a deliberate, conscious contrivance of the major integrated
petroleum companies to destroy the independent refiners and marketers, to capture
new markets, to increase gasoline prices, and to obtain the repeal of environmental
protection legislation . ' '
Well, w e got the Alaskan pipeline!
I n 1973 the reason for the crisis, according to oil companies, was not the threat of
world depletion < which is the reason this ;earl but the lack of refineries in the U.S.
According to John Lichtblau, then head of the Petroleum Industry Research Founda
tion, "For a variety of reasons American refiners have not built sufficient capacity in
recent years to meet the growth in demand . . . This is the reason for our gasoline shor
tage and our potential heating oil shortage. " It is now known, moreover, that this lack
of refineries to turn the crude oil into gasoline and other products, was purposely con
trived by the oil companies to jack-up the price of oil.
The conclusions of the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations study
were summarized by the New York Post in November 9, 1973 as follows :
"As outlined in the Senate study, the 10 largest refinery operators in the U.S. made
last winter's shortage 'inevitable' a year earlier. They did so, it said, by reducing
operations of their refineries in the first four months of 1972 from 92 per cent of capaci
ty - regarded as the maximum production pace sustainable over a long period - to an
average 89 per cent of capacity.
"Moreover, the study found the 10 leaders - Exxon, American Standard of Indiana,
Texaco, Shell, Gull, Mobil, Atlantic Richfield, Sunoco, Standard of Ohio and Standard
of California - deliberately reduced their inventories of oil products until by
September, 197, stocks of heating oil were as much as 10 per cent below 1971 1istings . "
There was n o mention at t ha t time about oil running out. Another reason given for
the shortage that time was the oil embargo by the Arab nations. This was lifted.

This time the reasons are that oil and gas are running out. Pres. Carter bases this on
a secret CIA report. The WaU Street Journal reported that the "CIA's warning of
future oil shortages was a cooked-up job. Energy officials concede that the report
released by the White House contained nothing new. All the information had been
previously published : none of it deserved a 'secret' label. ' Ex-CIA chief Schlesinger
got together with some of his old buddies and put out this thing as a PR effort,' says
one official . " The April 21st Washing Post claims that the Saudi government privately
estimates their reserves at 300 billion barrels not 170 as the CIA said.
'

But it is very difficult to know whether a shortage really exists because cil com�anies do not have to reveal their information. Even the government bas to rely on
energy information
from the oil companies.
.

yth

u oil is an
ing like na tural gas then the oil companies are purposely un
derestimating their reserves. This winter it was revea led that natural gas existed but
was purposely not being tapped in order to get the government to disregard i nterstate
natural gas prices. Moreover, the major oil c.ompanies own 72 percent of natural gas,
30 percent of coal reserves, 20 percent of coal producing capacity, 50 percent urauiW!l
re�erves, and 40 pe�cent of uranium milling capacity !
This is not the first time the problem of natural gas has occured. In 1973 a similar
fight to de-regulate natural gas prices took place. Senator Ed Kennedy held public
hearings in October 1973 under the belief that "natural gas shortage may be more ap
parant than rea l . "
Until a l l these secret records kept by the oil and gas companies are made public, we
really cannot know whether a shortage really exists. And we may never really know.
Interestingly enough, in 1972, before any of the "crises' ' the Department of the In
terior published a report summarizing the vast wealth of raw energy in the U.S.
alone: "Our nation has bee n bountifully endowed with a large resource base of fuel
minerals, which include petroleum , natural gas, coal, oil shale, uranium, and
thorium. The energy content of known resources of these fuel minerals amounts to
13,000 quadrillion BTU's < British Thermal Units ) , enough to last 190 years at the rate
of energy use in 1970." In addition, it says, "The potential resources of fuel minerals
that are on the verge of use but await technologic advance will last 16,500 years at the
rate of energy use in 1970."
Also with improvements in technology, reserves not now calculated because of the
high cost for their extraction can be used. Oil shale which also is not calculated can be
used. Also, other methods that can be used with research include underground steam,
solar energy, wind, even water can be electrolized into hydrogen and oxygen to pro
vide fuel.
Technology is developing to produce nuclear fusion with uranium which is far safer
than current nuclear energy based on fusion. Carter's energy proposals include in
creasing these dangerous nuclear energy plants.
Regardless of what could be done in the future, we now face increased prices, colder
houses, and probably much worse. So, anyone for Florida . ?
•••

< Readers are invited to comment on the energy crisis and write in with thier opinions.
The above article is only one opinion . >
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T he G reatest: M u ha m mad A l i

E xa m i nati o n F o r B PS

by Michelle Patterson

The greatest is the movie based on the autobiography "The Greatest" written by
John Marshal.
The Greatest is a very good example of a first of two part autobiography about one
of the best sports attractions of our time.
There was a semi all star cast and the star was Muhammad Ali, who played
himself.
Muhammad Ali, gave a supurb performance as The Greatest.
The movie traces the life of Ali beginning with his winning of the Gold Medal for
boxing representing the United States at the Olympics, and of course, the rest is
history.
Khalila Ali < Belinda Ali) is portrayed by Annazette Chase. Ms. Chase isn't very
popular in the movie industry but I feel she is on her way to stardom, and this will pro
bably be her beginning point.
Loyd Haynes plays Herbert Muhammad an� Malcom X is portrayed by James Earl
Jones.
The movie is rated <PG> and I feel that the whole family would be able to enjoy it.
The music is played by Bryon Brandt, and the lyrics are sung by George Benson.
The movie was very interesting as well as entertaining. As a beginner in films, Ali
will be a success. He bas some improving to do, as all beginners do, but all that comes
in due time.

and Written Com
munications competency examinations have been mandatory since September, 1973
for all undergraduate students.
As a result of recent Collegial Assembly action, they are now also mandatory for all
graduate students admitted to the College for the Spring Trimester, 1976 and sub
sequent semesters. (This policy does not apply to graduate students admitted to the
College prior to the Spring Trimester, 1976. ) Failure to take this examination at the
scheduled times will result in denial of permission to register for the summer.If you are unsure of your status regarding these examinations, contact your ad
viser. The tests will be given on the following dates :
The Quantitative Foundations for Business

DATE

Administration

TIME

LOCATION

5:30 - 8: 15 p.m.
1 �30 - 4: 15 p.m.
5:30 - 8: 15 p.m.

Monday, June 13, 197'i
Tuesday, June 14, 1 97'1
Wednesday, June 15, 19'77

B2501
Al102
Al102

To T he G S U Popu lation
It has come to our attention that there is a lack of communication between the In
novator Newspaper and the population of GSU.
There should be an ongoing means of communication which will keep us up to date
with current events as they happen in and around GSU so we may better serve and in
form our readers.
We are therefore asking you to submit on a regular basis any and all pertinent in
formation about your college, department, office, etc., which should be known to the
GSU population.
We wish to thank you in advance for your participation and cooperation and we look
forward to communicating with you.

NATO Conference
North Atlantic Treaty organization will finance the attendance of a Governors State
University professor at a NATO sponsored conference in Canada.
Suzanne Prescott will be among 60 international scientists at the conference on
"Structural/Process Theories of Complex Human Behavior."
Dr. Prescott has recently published her work on "Dimensions of Emphasis in
Psychology : Forming an Ecology of the Discipline."
She is university professor of behavioral studies in the College of Human Learning
and Development at Governors State University.
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Review On N orman Connors
NORMAN CONNORS : Romantic Journey. Norman Connors (drums percussion)
Eleano�e Mills and �hilli� Mitchell (vocals), Alphonso Johnson (bass>.' Lee Riteno�
(acou:>bc and electric guitars> . J �rry Peters (electric and acoustic piano, clavinet,
,
harpstc�ord), and others. Destmabon
Moon, Thembi, Once I've Been There, You Are
Everything, and three others. Buddah BDS 5682, $6.98.
. Inc�u�e �s album as standard equipment for an airborne tryst or for just
�agmmg 1t. The orchestra, songs, and even the album cover suggest love on a Leer
Jet (a Cessna may be too cramped) .
The first cut, "You Are Everythin g", opens simply with a guitar then builds to full
orchestra. This progression is like a plane taxiing slowly, gaining velocity, then
.
�uddenly aloft. The songs and mstrumentals also create different love levels · soft
'
mterludes, dynamic activity, the exotic and erotic.
Eleanore !'fills creat� �oft r�m�ntic tones in song not grunts or gasps. Her voice
and style g1ve the Styhsbcs : h1t . You Are Everything" new nuances of emotion
Romantic Journey introduces Ms. Mills ' voice. She now joins the
talented company of
Jean Carn and Phyllis Hyman.
Her ��but i� di�inished by Phillip Mitchell and Gary Bartz. Bartz gives Mills
competition w1th h1s alto sax. Their combined seductive talents describe how "You
:'r� Every� ng." Ph� l�ip !ditchell and Mills duet in "For You Everything." The duet
ts fme but hiS versatility IS found to be sounding good in the disco "Once I've Been
There" and his own romantic ballad "Destination Moon."
Changing the lush, romantic pace is Gato Barbieri's "Last Tango In Paris . " Jerry
�eters' � rrange:"'lent gives the tune its full kink and friskiness. The jazz with harp
stcho�d 1s amazmg. From the erotic to the exotic is "Thembi" by Phaoroh Sanders.
The . tns!J'umenf:al conju.z:es an image of a Brazilian rain forest, the supposed
destination of this romantic journey.
If lovema�ng were . dependent on sound, Norman Connors would be a satisfying
power substitute. He IS the thrust of Romantic Journey. His own contributing cut
'
"Romantic Journey" is love in motion, climaxing in a fantastic drum solo.
Each play produces new dimensions. Blanketing all the love levels is the theme of
love in flight. Each element evokes the glow of a city skyline below and the gleam of
stars above as. the plane �f lov� soars. Connors is the soul version of Michel Legrand.
Each succeedmg
album ts evidence of Connors being a consummate musician and
producer .
So change your flight plan, engage your throttle, and cruise to your local disc house
·
With Norman Connors, you won't want to solo anymore.

R esea rcher V i ews O u t Of T he B od y
have
A woman is dying. She hears the doctors

written

periences.

about

In

out-of-the-body

Egyptian

times

ex

different

pronounce her dead. She begins to hear

drawings and paintings suggest people bad

noises, buzzing and ringing sounds, and

out-of-the-body

feels herself being moved down a long
dark tunnel. Suddenly she finds herself

experiences. Now it is
being looked a t as a science but before it
wasn't," says Theresa Najdowski of the

outside of her physical body and can ob

Illinois Center of Psychological Research

serve her body from 'the ceiling of the

in Park Ridge, I llinois.
Theresa defines an OBE as "existing

hospital room .
The woman notices she still had "a
body" but it a ppears translucent, not like
the phisical body lying on the bed below.

Soon others join her, the spirits of dead
relatives and friends.

A

being of light

appears and asks her, telepathically, how
she would evaluate her life. At the same
instant her life is played back before her.
It is as if she is watching a movie with
herself as the star. It is a decision time for
her and she must choose whether to return
to hel' physica l body or to remain where
she is.
Profound feelings of love, peace, and joy

consciously

outside

of

your

body .

Sometimes it's ca lled astral travel or soul
travel."
The popular books "Life After Life" by
Dr. Raymond Moody and "On Death and
K u b l er-Ross
E l is a beth
by
Dying"
primarily discuss near death out-of-the
body occurrences. But Theresa says this
isn't necessarily the case. "Sometimes an
out-of-the-body may be in the middle of a
drea m. You may be walking a round your
apartment and think 'wait a second, I just
remem bered I ' m in bed . ' You realize you
are outside of your body. If you are in a

overcome her and the woman feels she

close vicinity to your body you may ac ·

wants to stay. Bot as she approaches some

tually see it."

sort of barrier, in spite of her feelings to

Theresa stresses a lthough some people
may have OBE's frequently, others may
only have one in a lifetime. She feels it is

stay, she returns to her physical body.
Thousands and thousands of people since
the beginning of time have ex perienced
themselves out-of-the-body. "Most of the
research has been conducted in the early
1 900' s and 1 800' s, even in the 1 700's people

possible for a person to have an out-of-the
body and not remember it and she believes
some people can astrally project every
night while they a re sleeping.

,.

Theresa's interest in out-of-the-body
experiences developed because of a family an out-of-the-body and wake up afterward
member. "My younger sister used to have so they will remember.
out-of-the-body experiences. Everybody
say it Was psychological or just her

For thousands and thousands of years
cla irvoyants have claimed to see a multi
colored aura surrounding the human

imagination. She thought she was crazy
and we all thought there was something frame. Theresa explains that this is not the
wrong with her. The more experiences she same as the astral body although the stral
had the more I became convinced that this
was something different. She was having

body may be a part of the human aura .
But out-of-the-body reports have stated the

very clear detailed experiences so similar
to everything that has been said a bout out
of-the-body experiences."

astral body has no definite color, it ap
pears rather as a transparent whitish
substance with lines of light projecting

The curious 'thing is a t the time neither
Theresa nor her sister had ever heard
about
out-of-the-body
ex periences.
It

outwards.

wasn't until Theresa was in college and
was introduced to a book called "Journeys
Out of the Body" by Robert Monroe that
things began to fall into place.

Many people experiment and try to
produce an out-of-the-body at will. Theresa
says one of the most popular ways is the
"dream control method." In this method a
person picks a situation they particularly
like doing, for instance swimming. Con
sciously they progra m themselves t�

experience

swimming

and

to

awaken

a ft e r w a rd .
They
give
themselv es
suggestions before they go to sleep every
night. In this w�y a person .:an e xperience

Theresa is in the process of collecting
out-of-the-body data from a ll over the
world. When asked what she plans to do

she aid, "I would like to get as many
subjects as I can who have out-of-the-body
ex periences at will. I want to try and find
some psychophysiological characteristics
that a re similar in aU the people when they
a re

having

an

out-of-the-b ody

ex
intends t o monitor
respiration , heartbeat, bloodpressure, and
perience."

Theresa

brain wave acitvity.

She will be speaking on "Out-of-the-Bodv
Experiences and Near-Death Occurences; ,
at "The Roots of Parapsychology ," a
conference to be held at GSU, June 17, 18,
and 19, 1977.

Ghost Rider Rodeo

Classilied1
1972 2 dr. Malibu - Airconditioning, Power
Brakes, Power Steering, Radio, White wall
tires. $ 1 495. ( 3 1 2 ) 258-6134 .
Ride needed t o San Diego, Callr. W i l l share
expense & driving. June 1 977. Call Judy,
724-28 1 5.
Apartment
mediately,

for

rent,

one

a va ilable

bedroom.

Steger/Park

Forest

preserves.

Wa l l-to- w a l l

a rea ;

im

Located
near

in

forest

c a rp e t i n g ,

wallpa pered kitchen, large walk-in closet,
all appliances, airconditioning, swimming
pool. Free heat, cooking gas, water, Only
$ 1 90 per month ; $ 1 25 security deposit, call
754-79 16.
Typewriters repaired ;
justments,

$8.00.

cleaned and ad

Parts

extra-

Free

estimates, will pick up and deliver. Also
typing services available 85 cents

per

page. Call 799- 1 690 a rter 6.

Free Clusifiecl

A "Ghost Rider Rodeo" for bicycle
riders Saturday , June 1 1 , at 9 a . m . at
Governors State University will offer :
- Test of drivers'
skills-obstacle
course-judges.
" Il l inois
Good
Citizens
Drivers
License" awarded to all participa nts
- Bicycle rules of the road.
- Bike i nspection-safety check list.
- Booklets on bike maintenance by
Schwinn.
- Ghost rider bumper stickers.
B i ke registration-l oca l
police
department and law enforcement agency
data system ID number engraved.
Free for children of all ages, especially 6
through 12 years of age, the bicycle sa fety
check will be in parking lot "A" on the
southeast side of the campus. Rain date
will be Sunday, June 12, at 9 a . m .
Trophies and ribbons w i l l b e awarded to
winners. with pri zes for everyone. There
will be free refreshments .

advertising in the

INNOVATOR'
for all CSU atudeats.

Participatory Sculpture

Pre-registration

may

be

made

by

telephoning 312/534-5000 , X2198.
Sponsors a re the university Department
of Public Safety in cooperation with
Student Services Advisory committee and
the YMCA at GSU .
The theme "Be a ghost rider. Ride as i f
you are invisible. Never assume the other
person has seen you" will emphasize
defensive driving. Some 85 per cent of the
bicycle/automobile accidents are caused
by the bicyclist thinking the motorist was
aware of his presence.
"Traffic education should begin when a
person gets a first set of wheels, for the
youthful bike rider of today will become
the young car driver of tomorrow, " said a
spokesperson, who continued :
"Habits and atti tudes which are formed
now will eventua l ly determine the manner
in which an automobile will be handled.
"It is fairly certain that our young
people will become better and safer
drivers if they lea rn to follow the bicycle
rules of the road ' '

Al ter nativ e
Elementary
Educa tion
A n ans wer to paren ts and children
Do not be deceived. That's not the junkyard of the Ancient Astronauts there on the
grounds of Governors State University in Park Forest South. The huge chunks of
metal, the lhassively solid
and the angular and suspended ones, are works of art,
and together they comprise a n extraordinary show of monumental sculpture.
What is most unusual about this show, aside from the quality and variety of the ten
works displayed. is the prairie setting. Due to its size and its
of modern industrial
materials, monumental sculpture is usually associated with urban environments. One
art honcho has gone so far as to d
be the form as "architecture devoid of func
tion," and most often we
such works isolated in skyscraper plaza settings.
Governors State show provides an opportunity to experience a variety of
monumental sculptures in a single outing on 450 acres of unspoiled prairie less than an
hour's drive from the city.
sculptures are spaced far enough apart to require
short hikes from one to another, which allows plenty of room for picnicking, frisbee
throwing, kite-flying, or whatever. And all of this is permitted - in fact, encouraged
- by the Governors State administration.
exhibit is primarily the result of
man's passion for monumental sculpture.
He is William Engbretson, president of the university until last September. The pieces
in the show were acquired by the university largely through a series of happy ac
cidents.
Though these sculptures have been on display together since last summer, they are
not a permanent collection, and the seven pieces on loan could be reclaimed at any
time. Two pieces in particular a re l ikely to be removed by the Park Forest South
Cultural Foundation within the yea r : one is a welded aluminum delight by Jerry
Peart entitled Falling Meteor, and tl}e other is Mark di Suvero's For Lady Day, my
favorite piece in the show.
Di Suvero's tribute to Billie Holiday is of black painted steel . Aside from the
customary guy wires and steel beams, the main element of construction is a railroad
tank car that has bee n severed, as if torn apart by conflicting forces, spilling its
contents onto the ground.
For Lady Day is an example of participatory sculpture as well as an eloquent and
moving statement. It's covered with graffitti, and viewers can climb i nside the lower
portion of the tank car, where they'll find an inscription on the back wall that reads :

ones

use

The

escri

see

The

The

who ques tion their p resen t schools.
Organizers and paren ts are invited
to meet for
discussion and regis tra tion

one

August 20, 1976
Mark
This Place isn't bad a t all huh ! !
a vec amour
Kathy
P .S. You should see the sunset

Avec amour indeed ! While making his evening rounds, a security guard discovered
a couple nestled in a sleeping bag inside the tank car. And they weren 't admiring the
sunset.
Now that's participa tory sculpture. I like to think the Lady would be pleased.

Room E 1 1 06
J u ne 9, 1 977
4:00 to 7:00
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Office of Co-ooerative E ducation
B-MGMT-BC-32

•

JOB DESCRIPTION : RETAIL BUYER
MERCHANDISER. Experience of at least
five years with a lumber yard and
material service business in a similar role
would be desirable. Must have supplemen
tary exposure to inventory control,
management systems, communication
skills, supervisor techniques and be able to
delegate responsibility, but not authority.
B-MGMT-BC-33
JOB DESCRIPTION : BUSINESS AF
FAI RS MANAGER. Candidates should be
knowledgeable of fund accounting, book
keeping, cost accounting, and be capa ble
of preparing governmental and Unites
Way fiscal reports .
B-MGMT-BC-34
JOB
D E SC R I PT I O N :
B U S I N ESS
MANAGER. Should have a degree in
Business Administration with a major in
Acco,unting or related field. Must have
good a nalytical skills, and the ability to ef
fectively communicate with people. Salary
is $12,000 to $14,000 per year to start.
B-MGMT-BC-35
JOB
DESCRIPTION :
Two positions
available as follow : 1 ) EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR. Requires a Masters Degree
in a Behavioral Science or health ad
ministration field and five years ex
perience in health care administra
tion/alcohol and drug administration with
specialized training in alcohol and drugs
clinically and administratively. Salary
range is $20,000 to $22,000 per year. 2 )
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM DIRECTOR.
Requires a Masters degree in a Behavioral
Science or equivalent experience, 5 years
experience in working in the addictions ; 3
years health/care administrative ex
perience. Salary range is $13,500 to $16,500
per year.
B-SALES-8C-18
JOB
DESCRIPTION :
ADVERTISING
SALES PEOPLE. Must have own car and
previous sales experience. This is straight
commission at 15% . Flexible hours. For a
newspaper geared to 18 to 35 year old peo
ple.
B-8EC-8C-15
JOB
D E SC R I PT I O N :
M EDICAL
TRANSCRIBER. Must have good t o ex
cellent secretarial skills with a course in
medical terminology. 40 hours per week,
Monday thru Friday. Salary is $3.50 per
hour and up. No shorthand needed.
B-8EC-8C-16
JOB DESCRIPTION : GENERAL OF
FICE. Must have good figure aptitude and
typing scills with a willingness to work in
various departments to include handling
the switchboard. Must have a good past
employment record. Sa lary will c_ommen
surate with ability. Apply in person bet
ween the hours of 8 : 30 a . m . and 3 : 30 p.m.
Tuesday thru Thursday.
B-OTHER-BC-7
JOB
DESCRIPTI O N :
ASSIST ANT
BUYER. This is a trainee position in a
medium-size electronics firm, manufac
turing control and communication equip
ment. Applicants should have an aptitude
for figures and good communication skills.
Beginning salary is $10,000 .
E-EL-SC-44
JOB
D E SCR I PT I O N :
SCHOOL
PSYCHOLOGIST. Applicants should enjoy
a variety of in-depth experiences in
cluding: Multi-disciplinary team interven
tions, educational remediation planning,
testing, direct work with children and
parents, etc.

Governors State U niversity

Park F orest South , I l l i nois 60466

.t!.:-EL-sC-45
JOB DESCRIPTION : K-6 Vocal Music
Teacher. Begins August, 29, 1 977.
E-8EC-SC-59
JOB DESCRIPTION : TWO ( 2 ) SOCIAL
WORKERS. A master's degree in social
work plus experience with school social
work programs. School Service Personnel
Certificate ( I llinois Type 73) with Social
Worker Endorsement. DEADLINE FOR
APPLICATION JULY 1 , 1977

E-HE-BC-182
JOB DESCRIPTION : ASSISTANT PRO
FESSOR OF ACCOUNTING ( Two vacan
cies > . Requires an MBA degree with a
CPA certificate. Teaching experience on
the college level would be an asset. This
position is in Texas.
E.SEC.SC-61

JOB DESCRIPTION : Several teaching
positions as follows : HIGH SCHOOL
G U IDA NCE
COUNSE LOR ;
HIGH
E-8EC-8C-60
SCHOOL
BUS I N ESS
EDUCATION
TEAC H E R ;
HIGH SCHOOL MATH
JOB DESCRIPTION : JUNIOR HIGH TEACHER; HIGH SCHOOL BASKET
.
D I SO R D E RS BALL AND BASEBALL COACH ; JUNIOR
BEHAVIOR
SCHOOL
GRADE
S�HOOL
S I XT H
TEACHER. I llinois Type 10 Certificate in H I G H
Social/Emotional Disorders is required. READING AND LANGUAGE ARTS
DEADLINE FOR NOTIFICATION : June TEACHER ; JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SEVENTH GRADE READING AND
15, 1977
E-HE-sC-168

JOB DESCRIPTION : COORDINATOR
OF
S E M I NARS/WORKSH OPS/ I N 
PLANT PROGRAMS. Master's degree
preferred. Work experience in setting up
Seminars, Workshops, Conferences and
working with industry strongly preferred.
REQUEST APPLICATIONS BY JUNE 20,
1977
E-HE·BC- 169
JOB DESCRIPTION : ASSOCIATE OR
FULL PROFESSOR. Need special exper
tise in bne or more of the following areas :
news-editorial, public relations, research,
law, graphics, advertising. Requires a
Ph.D in Mass Communications and
teaching experience. DEADLINE FOR
APPLICATIONS : June 15, 1977 This posi
tion is � n Michigan
E-HE-sC-170
JOB DESCRIPTION : STUDENT PRO
GRAM ADVISOR. Masters in Student Per
sonnel or related areas preferred , plus
significant experience in student ac
tivities, student center committees, stu
dent organizations, and/or student govern
ment as an undergraduate. APPLICA
TION DEADLINE July 1, 1977 . This posi
tion is in Wisconsin.
E-HE-sC-1 72
JOB DESCRIPTION : PROGRAMMERS 
ANALYSTS. Desirable qualifications in
clude experience in on-line systems,
COBOL programming, and data base ap
plications.
E-HE-BC-176
JOB DESCRIPTION : Three vacancies for
Planning for teacher center in Soll'h
Suburban Cook County. These position!>
are that of COORDINATOR. The salary is
$833 .00 per month. A bacca laureate degree
is required. Also, candidate most reside in
suburban Cook County and be eligible
under Progra m VI of the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act ( CETA )
E-HE-BC-179
JOB DESCRIPTION : COORDINATOR,
I N ST I TUTE
FOR
M A N AG E M E NT
DEVELOPMENT. Bachelor's Degree in
Business Administration, two years of
substantive business experience, and
public contact capability required. A
salary range of $14,410 to $19,815. AP
PLICATION DEADLINE IS June 10, 1977
E-HE-BC-181
JOB
DESCR IPTION :
PERCUSSION
SPECAILIST. Candidate must have a
strong background in all areas of percus
sion and be a performer, should preferably
have University teaching experience.
Master's degree or above required. This
position is in Michigan.
APPLICATION DEADLINE IS June 15,
1977

TEACHER ;
LANGUAGE
A RTS
ELEM ENTARY LEVEL LEARNING
D I SAB I L I T I ES RESOURC E ROOM
TEACHER.
E.SEC.SC-62
JOB DESCRIPTION : JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL. To
also teach career and consumer education.
E-OTHE R.SC-45
JOB DESCRIPTION : INSTRUCTORS IN
CONTINUING EDUCATION. Openings
for the fall term in Horseshoeing Applica
tion, Rosemaling, Personal Improvement
< For Women ) . Advanced Photography,
Activi ties for Pre-School Children,
Backpacking. Pay is $8.40 a contract hour.
Courses start the week of September 19.
E-OTHER-BC-46
JOB
DESCRIPT I O N :
ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR OF CONTINUING EDUCA
TION,
CO M M U N ITY
SERV ICES.
Available July 1, 1977. Master's degree or
higher is preferred . Must have completed
course work for masters. Starting salary is
$750 per month. This job is in Georgia .
E.SP-SC-41
JOB DESCRIPTION : GIFTED COOR
DINATOR. Must have a minimun of a
Master's degree or graduate training con
sistent with the services you are to pro
vide. Must have at least two years of ex
perience in working with programs for
gifted children. Salary range : $18,000
E.SP-SC-42
JOB DESCRIPTION : TEACHERS AID.
Early Childhood Development. Monday
thru Thursday, 8 : 30 to 4 : 00. 9-month school
year. Holiday's coincide with school
district. Approximately $3.00 per hour.

PS-LO-BC-21
JOB DESCRIPTION : POLICE OFFICER.
Tests are being given for this position. Ap
plicants must be between 21 to 35 years old
and have a high school diploma or
equivalent. Starting salary is $10,587. For
other qualifications and details see the
P lacement
Office.
A P P L ICATION
DEADLINE IS June 15, 1977
S-NURS-SC-12
DESC R I PT I O N :
JOB
SURG ICAL
NURSE. FUll or pa rt time. Flexible hours.
Registered nurse w/surgical experience
preferred. Salary is negotiable.
T-BC-36
JOB DESCRIPTION: Three openings as
follow : 1 ) Assistant Evaluator. Requires a
bachelor's in psychology or education.
$9,000 to $13,000 . Previous experience is op
tional. Will work with menta lly retarded
as a retardation evaluator, psychometric
testing and report writing. Will train. Send
resume. Application deadline is J une 15. 2 )
Evaluator Therapist. Must have Masters
in rehabilitation, social work, psychology
or education. The duties will be counsel
ing, evaluation, and therapy. Will be train
ed $10,000 to $14,000 . Some experience in
work with mentally retarded chi ldtion C op
tiona) ) .
3)
Evaluator-social
Worker.
Masters in Social Work, rehabilitation,
education or psychology. Some experience
working with mentally retarded. Duties
are to carry a case load and make house
visits if necessary. Must be able to work in
dependently. $10,000 to $15,000 . Send
resume.
T-BC-37
JOB
DESCR I PT I O N :
COMPUTER
SCIENCE POSITIONS:
Programmers
( 3 ) . See Placement Office for further
details.
T-BC-38
JOB
DESC R I PT I O N :
T E C H N ICAL
WRITER. For electronics firm, manufac
turing control and communication equip
ment, with heavy emphasis on govern
ment contracts. Should have a general
understanding of electrical circuits, abili
ty to read mechanical · drawings and
graphs. Salary range is $6.00 to $8.00 per
hour. Must be able to work a minimum of
16 hours per week between the hours of 8
a.m. and 5 p.m. on a regular schedule.
M-PT-sC-58
JOB DESCRIPTION : BARTENDERS ( 2 ) .
Must be over 2 1 . Salary i s $3.50 per hour
with a raise to $4.00 if satisfactory. Free
food while working. The first will work a
shift as fol lows : Thursday 5 : 00 p.m. to 1 : 00
a.m. Friday 5 : 00 p. m . to 3 : 00 a . m . , Sunday
1 1 : 30 a.m. to 8 : 00 p.m. The second will
work the foiling hours : Saturday 2 : 00 p.m.
to 10 : 00 p.m. and Sunday 5 : 00 p.m. to 1 : 00
a.m. Call after 5 : 00 p. m .

HS.SW.SC- 19
M-OTHER-BC-6
JOB DESCRIPTION : PART TIME AID
FOR REHABILITATION FACILITY. In
the area of vocational evaluation. Hours
9 : 00 to 3 : 30, Mon. thru Friday. $2.30 per
hour.
Exposure to work samples,
psychometric testing, situational assess
ment and counseling preferred .

JOB DESCRIPTION : REGIONAL COOR
DINATOR. Employment opportunity in
Catholic Communications. Involves very
extensive travel. Previous media ex
perience is desirable.
M-OTHER-8C-7

PS-FED-BC-16
JOB DESCRIPTION : A new listing of Civil
Service jobs is in the Placement Office.
PS-ST-BC-9
JOB DESCRIPTI ON :
LIAISON OFFICER. Duties include soliciting, process
ing and making recommendations on
grant proposals for humanities programs
aimed at the out-of-school adult public.
ABD or Ph.D is one of the traditional fields
of the humanities required. Salary range is
$ 1 0,000 to $ 1 2 , 000 plus expenses .
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION IS June
17.
...

JOB
DESCRIPTIO N :
RECREATION
SUPERVISOR. Minimun 2 year college
degree in recreation or rela ted fields plus 1
year of recreation work experience re
quired. Salary range is $8,000 to $10,800 .

I

M-OTHER-BC-8
JOB DESCRIPTION : FACTORY POSI
TIONS. Shift work for machinists, testers,
packers, Apply in person
M-M L-8C-42

---

JOB DESCRIPTI:ON : We have a new
listing of jobs at YMCA of Metropolitan
Chicago See Placement Office for details.

